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ABSTRACT; In this paper, three criteria used in model parameter optimization (MPO) process that 

aims at significant reduction of prediction uncertainties were discussed and compared to each other with 

the aid of a well—controlled tracer experiment. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Following a nuclear accident decisions have to be made as soon as possible to protect the population 

in the -vicinity of the nuclear facility. It will only be possible to make decsions completely on environ

mental measurements after an unacceptable delay; on the other hand, the-reliability of the decisions that 

are merely based on prediction model output is limited by the inherent uncertainties of the model parame

ters such as wind direction, source term, and dispersion parameters. The integration of early survey da

ta and prediction models is a way to reduce the uncertainties of the model parameters, and will help to in

crease the reliability of the model output. This will lead to timely and confident protection decisions. 

The process to reduce the uncertainties of the model parameters, i. e. to optimize them, by integrating 

measurements and prediction model is call Model Parameter Optimization (MPO) in this paper. 

MPO process is a non—linear regression problem in which the best value of model parameters to 

predict the measurements are to be searched. If we assume Ci is the concentration at ith position, then 

we have: 

G = C(?„p) (1) 
wtierg ft is the position of ith sauipthig, point) t = l , 2 - " , n , n is the total number of measurement avail

able; p = {pi, p j , — , p,,} is an m-dimension vector with non-orthogonal components, p, represents jth 

parameter in the prediction model and m is the total number of model parameters to be considered in 

MPO process. Therefore, the MPO problem is to search the (m+D-dimension hyperspace for the ver

tex of the acceptance criterion [Edwards, 1989]. 

Quite a number of criteria have been investigated or even put into use in MPO process [Bevington, 

1969; Desiato, 1989; Govaerts, 1990]. In this paper, three commonly used criteria were discussed 

and compared. The three criteria are chi square, relative chi square and correlation coefficient, the cor

respondent regression schemes are referred to as chi square, relative chi square and correlation coeffi

cient schemes in this paper, respectively. 

In this study we made use of a group of tracer experiments on atmospheric dispersion in an agricul

tural domain. In most of the experiments, there are 2 or 3 sampling arcs at different downwind dis-
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nptngarc For moa of the daa sets» the variation among the majority of measured ooncentra-

tions is-within a factor of 10. 
Since the tracer experiments were conducted in an open agricultural domain, Gaussian plume dis-

persioa model was used. 

2 . CRITERIA IN MPO PROCESS 
Q ) Chi square X-
Chi square 3? can be approximately cnteutoted by the formula be*ow; 

^ = 7 ^ - 0 ' <2> 

where, H is the measured concentration at ith sampling point, C the calculated one by the prediction 
model . If re ohviniKj T*Vlt "» <1li cqiyn»» yf«»m<» o n l y rt*» higVwgf crawntratinng wjll ^jgnjfjf*nriy jnfliwnre 

the MPO process. 

(2) Relative dri square >2u 
Relative chi square is defined as 

*=is(*^r 
This criterion will weaken the dominance of the highest concentrations, each datum will play an e-

qual role in MPO process. 

C3) Correlation coefficient R 
( M . - M K G - C ) f t - 1 V (M.-NDCG-C) ( 4 ) 

, _ , OMOC 

where OM denotes the standard deviation of measured concentrations; oc is that of the calculated 
ones; fH and C are the averages of the measured and crinrf.Tftnct ounotmtiJtMrt, respectively. In correla
tion coefficient scheme both highest and lowest concentrations will play an important part in the MPO 
process. A. shortcoming of this scheme is that it is merely related to the distribution pattern of the calcu
lated and measured concentrations. 

3 . CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISONS 
The calculation procedures of chi square or relative chi square scheme are as the following: 
CD Initial estimation of release rate; 
(2) Shifting wind direction in the model; 
(3) If minimum of X2 or X^ found, proceed to step 4; otherwise, repeat step 2; 
(4) Estimation of release rate by linear regression. 
(5) Substituting the newly estimated release rate for the old one,repeat steps 2 to 4 until the differ-
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m correlation ooefljciaa scheme, no initial estiniaiioit of release rate is required,, so we need to car-

ryoutonrysiepsZto 4. to order to compare these criteria, a special quantity Ri is ntroducecU 

when? Q* and Q- an? tile measured and calculated release rates. 
Since Qc is one of the most accurate quantities in the tracer experiiaeats, a regression, scbeme can 

be considered as the best if the value of R« for it turns oat to be the smallest. The calculation results 
show that the value of R* for chi square scheme is smaller than those Ser the other two schemes for most 
of the data sets. For over 90K of the data sets, chi square scbeme needs less wind direction shift to find 
the vertex of its acceptance criterion than the others do, so it costs less CPU time. When there were on
ly very low concentrations in a data set, though chi square scheme and correlation coefficient scheme 
made a fair estimate of the release rate (Rj-<3- 0 ) , relative cm square scheme led to negative release 
rate estimate. In another case, there were a few concentrations measured on only one side of the plume 
center-line, correlation coefficient scheme gave a R,of 1.61E4, though R< equals to 1.05 and 1.61 for 
chi square and relative chi square schemes, respectively. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the above discussions and calculations using the data sets measured in the tracer experi
ments, the following conclusions can be made: 

(1) In most cases, chi square, relative chi square and correlation coefficient schemes may estimate 
the release rate within a factor of 3(over 70%). 

(2) Relative chi square scheme and correlation coefficient scheme had led to estimations without 
physical meanings for a couple of data sets of the tracer experiments. Chi square scheme seems to be 

(3) Chi square scheme is the most robust and efficient one among the three in optimizing wind di
rection and release rate with respect to the measured concentrations of the tracer experiments. 

(4) It is demonstrated again that once the wind direction is properly optimized, the prediction of 
concentration will be improved by a large amount. 

Further comparison studies will be carried out for the optimization of other model parameters using 
more sophisticated assessment models. 
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